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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As part of a 2020 renewal a total of 55 sub blocks have been relinquished.  
 
Modern exploration in the Hazel Creek area commenced by BHP through the late 1990s to 2004, Exco 
held a JV partnership with BHP Billiton over several EPMs in the Hazel Creek project area.  Early 
exploration was dominated by drill testing of shallow magnetite dominant anomalies as identified by 
airborne magnetics. From approximately 2004 onwards Exco took full control of the exploration 
activities in the area. 
 
EPM26025, comprising of 160 sub blocks was granted on the 14th December 2015 to Exco Resources 
Limited (Exco) after the conditional surrender and amalgamation of EPMs 15739, 10906, 16415, 
13353, 17787, 16983, 18122, 18128, 18995, 17767 and 13251. 
 
Since the conditional surrender and grant of EPM26025, Exco’s work programs of VTEM and surface 
soil geochemistry have enabled target generation. These exploration programs have been key in 
providing justification towards relinquishment of sub blocks in this term. 
 
All areas of identified VTEM anomalism, magnetic, anomalous drill holes, historic workings, and 
surface geochemistry anomalism has attempted to be retained. Key prospect areas including 
Turpentine, Eight Mile Creek, Quail Creek, and Brumby have all been retained. 
 
Areas identified to have limited potential based on absence of historic mineral occurrences, VTEM, 
Magnetic, and soil geochemistry anomalism has been proposed for relinquishment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Hazel Creek Project is located in the Eastern Succession of the Mount Isa Block, to the north and 

northwest of Cloncurry, NW Queensland (Figure 1).  The tenement is adjacent to the sealed Burke 

Developmental road (Cloncurry to Normanton).   From this road access is by station tracks. 

Flat-lying Mesozoic and Cainozoic sediments cover large portions of the tenement area. Exploration 

has focused on Proterozoic basement at surface or beneath cover.  

RESOURCE AUTHORITY INFORMATION 
EPM26025, comprising of 160 sub blocks was granted on the 14th December 2015 to Exco Resources Limited 
(Exco) after the conditional surrender and amalgamation of EPMs 15739, 10906, 16415, 13353, 17787, 
16983, 18122, 18128, 18995, 17767 and 13251. Tenement details are given in Table 1 and location shown 
on Figure 1. 

As part of a 2020 renewal a total of 55 sub blocks have been relinquished, figure 2. 

Table 1: Tenement details 

Tenement 
no. 

Name Holder Sub blocks Grant date Expiry date 

EPM 26025 Boomarra 
Consolidation 

Exco Resources Pty 
Ltd 

105 14 Dec 2015 13 Dec 2020 
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Figure 1: General location of EPM 26025 
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Figure 2: EPM26025 2020 relinquished area 
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GEOLOGICAL SUMMARY 
The Exco Hazel Creek Project area lies in the Eastern Succession of the Mount Isa Inlier, which 

encompasses a number of geological domains.  The Mount Isa Inlier is commonly divided into three 

north-south trending tectonic units on the basis of major faults or fault zones; the Western Fold Belt; 

the central Kalkadoon-Leichhardt Belt and the Eastern Fold Belt.  Within these three belts there are 

15 separate geological domains (Day et al, 1983) (Blake, 1987) (Blake & Stewart, 1992).   

All domains are superimposed on the region’s significant depositional elements; pre-Barramundi 

basement, Leichhardt Superbasin, Calvert Superbasin, Isa Superbasin (Southgate et al, 2000), (Jackson 

et al, 2000), and the South Nicholson Basin (Plumb et al, 1980).  

The Hazel Creek project area resides in the Mary Kathleen domain, of Cover Sequence 2, in the Mount 

Isa Inlier Eastern Fold Belt. 

The western and eastern flanks of Hazel Creek tenements are dominated by remnants of horizontal 

deposits of Mesozoic age, and feature as low flat topped mesas.  These are primarily made up of 

shallow water sediments; mainly conglomerate with grit, sandstone, ferruginous shale and pebbly 

sandstone.  In select areas, the base can be silicified, ferruginous pebbly sandstones which grades 

upwards into kaolinitic quartz sandstone and mudstone.  These Mesozoic units are of high electrical 

conductivity, and as such inhibit electromagnetic methods for exploration.  The eastern area of Hazel 

Creek is often further buried by Tertiary to early Quaternary sequences; consisting of alluvial fill and 

black soils.  The depth of these units varies, however, generally they deepen towards to east, from 

approximately 2m to >30m.  These sequences have hindered historic exploration in the area due to 

the lack of outcropping.  

The Mary Kathleen Domain 

The surface expression of the MKD is approximately 180km long by 20km wide, and can be divided 

into two sub-domains by the north trending Rose Bee Fault.  It is considered that this fault is a 

continuation of the Pilgrim Fault, which has been offset through the dextral movement on the 

Fountain Range Fault (Blake, 1987).  The western domain is made up of Leichhardt Volcanics, 

Kalkadoon Granite and the Argylla Formation, whereas the eastern domain contains Boomarra 

Metamorphics.  The Boomarra Metamorphics consists of a lower felsic granofels that gives ages similar 

to the Argylla Formation, and an upper unit consisting of quartzite.   

Circa 1780Ma, during the Leichhardt Superbasin Extension period, bimodal volcanism (to the east of 

the area where the MKD now sits) led to the deposition of a felsic Argylla Formation, with the coeval 

Boomarra Metamorphics further east.  In addition, significant fault architecture dominated by north-

south rending rift bounding faults which possibly included the Coolullah fault, which features 

significant in the western flank of the Hazel Creek area.   The extension of the Leichhardt Superbasin 

culminated around 1755 Ma, and this was represented by syn-rift faults during the deposition of the 

Ballara Quartzite.  The post rift sag-phase is represented by the carbonate successions of the Corella 

Formation and upper Quilalar Formation.  A major event occurred ~1740Ma, the Wonga Extension 

Event (Halcombe et al, 1991), where a 1.5km north-south trending mid crustal sheer was severely 

folded.  Through this extension, numerous small copper deposits accumulated throughout the MKD, 

which are associated with the emplacement of granitoids into the shear zone and upper plate (Wonga 

and Burstall Suites).  This event was contemporary with high temperature amphibolite facies 

metamorphic conditions. The Late Calvert Superbasin Extension (1690 – 1670Ma) initiated north north 

east – south south west extensions, where in the MKD, the lower part of the Mount Albert Group 

(Knapdale Quartzite and Deighton Quartzite) was most likely deposited.  In addition, lower parts of 
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the Kuridala and Soldier Cap Group were placed in the eastern part of the Inlier.  Through the initiation 

of the Isa Superbasin, it is probable that the continuation of deposition of the Mount Albert Group 

ensued; placing the Lady Clayre Dolomite and Mount Roseby Schist.  Through U-Pb isotope model age, 

it is thought that the Dugald River lead-zinc orebody formed 1670-1665 Ma. Through 1570-1550 Ma, 

the Middle Isan Orogeny, major east west crustal shortening occurred which defined the structural 

grain of the Mt Isa Inlier.  The peak of the metamorphism was seen in the MKD, which is linked to 

steep, north-south trending structures formed during the east-west compression during the Middle 

Isan Orogeny.  

It is also now known (Page & Sun, 1998) that the age of the previously mapped Soldiers Cap in 

Boomarra Horst is 1775 +/- 4Ma.  The Boomarra Horst is a north trending structural unit, which 

initiates in the southern part of the Hazel Creek project area, northeast of the Dugald River mine (Page 

and Sun, 1998).  The major Proterozoic components of the Horst are; quartzite, schist, amphibolite 

and felsic metavolcanics which are believed to overlain by said calc-silicates which have be mapped 

as Corella Formation (Blake, 1987).  The age constraints, relationship with the Corella Formation and 

lithological units present, indicate that these units are likely correlatives of the Argylla Formation and 

Ballara Quartzite (Cover Sequence 2) and can be safely removed from the Soldiers Cap Group (Foster 

and Austin, 2006). 

Mineralisation 

Whilst mineralisation is observed throughout the Hazel Creek area, the deposits that have been 

discovered are generally small, with the Turpentine deposit being the largest copper deposit defined 

by Exco to date.  In part this is may be due to the fact that gossans are rare in the area, due to the 

veneer of younger alluvial sequences overlaying the Proterozoic which has inhibited direct 

observation.  Copper, lead-silver-zinc, gold and cobalt mineralisation is known to be present in the 

region, with several small scale mines being developed in the early 1900s.  Copper deposits are present 

throughout the Hazel Creek project area and have been tested by a number of shallow shafts and 

trenches.  

The Corella Formation is host to a number of these deposits, with the main occurrence of 

mineralisation occurring proximal to fault systems and in breccia zones.  The ore minerals in the Hazel 

Creek project area are malachite, azurite, copper silicates, chalcocite, cuprite, chalcopyrite and 

bornite. In addition to these copper minerals, molybdenite has been observed, associated with 

intruding granites.  Rarer minerals such as erythrite (hydrated cobalt arsenate) and asbolite 

(cobaltiferous manganese oxide) have been associated with copper ore (Nye & Raynor, 1940).  Gold 

was first discovered in 1867, south of the Hazel Creek project area around Mount Quamby. 
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Figure 3: Hazel Creek Project interpreted 100K solid geology 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
Modern exploration in the Hazel Creek area commenced by BHP through the late 1990s to 2004, Exco 
held a JV partnership with BHP Billiton over several EPMs in the Hazel Creek project area.  Early 
exploration was dominated by drill testing of shallow magnetite dominant anomalies as identified by 
airborne magnetics. Most work focussed in the central part of the survey area in the Eight Mile Creek 
area. From approximately 2004 onwards Exco took full control of the exploration activities in the area. 
 
In addition to the surface sampling and drilling, there have been a number of geophysical surveys 
conducted over the project area.  These vary from regional sized magnetic and EM surveys, to smaller 
prospect ground mag, gravity and IP surveys.   
 
Exco’s more recent work programs of VTEM, SAM, gravity, and surface soil geochemistry have enabled 
target generation and identification of several low grade/high tonnage Cu prospects. These 
exploration programs have been key in providing justification towards relinquishment of sub blocks in 
this term. 

 

EXCO PROGRAMS 

VTEM 
In early 2016, Geotech flew an airborne VTEM survey over the Hazel Creek project, utilising the 

SuperMax system. This survey consisted of approximately 2759 line-km and was designed to survey 

areas where the inferred Mesozoic cover was shallowest and thus, have little impact on the accuracy 

of the survey, figure 4.  

Soil Geochemistry 
2,377 surface assay samples were collected by Exco across the tenure from 2017-2019 using partial 
extraction techniques. These were collected to asses VTEM anomalies and areas covered by 
conductive overburden therefore so not able to be surveyed by the 2015 VTEM program, figure 4. 
Surface assay data supplied as appendix 1. 

• Statistical anomalism for Cu is predominantly associated with the Eight Mile Creek and 
Turpentine region. No statistical or spatial anomalism is recognised within sub blocks proposed 
for relinquishment 

• Au anomalism exists in the Yambungan IL survey area (three non-continuous samples) but these 
appear isolated and not spatially associated with any magnetic features or other elevated 
elements. 

• As anomalism is statistically and spatially anomalously associated with VTEM feature A1_54_CC 
at Brumby South and A1_56_CC (also Cu anomalous), both warranting drill targeting. 
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Figure 4: VTEM TauSF gridded image with surface soil assays plotted over the EPM26025 relinquished area. 
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CONCLUSION 
As part of a 2020 renewal a total of 55 sub blocks have been relinquished.  
 
Modern exploration in the Hazel Creek area commenced by BHP through the late 1990s to 2004, Exco 
held a JV partnership with BHP Billiton over several EPMs in the Hazel Creek project area.  Early 
exploration was dominated by drill testing of shallow magnetite dominant anomalies as identified by 
airborne magnetics. From approximately 2004 onwards Exco took full control of the exploration 
activities in the area. 
 
EPM26025, comprising of 160 sub blocks was granted on the 14th December 2015 to Exco Resources 
Limited after the conditional surrender and amalgamation of EPMs 15739, 10906, 16415, 13353, 
17787, 16983, 18122, 18128, 18995, 17767 and 13251. 
 
Since the conditional surrender and grant of EPM26025, Exco’s work programs of VTEM and surface 
soil geochemistry have enabled target generation. These exploration programs have been key in 
providing justification towards relinquishment of sub blocks in this term. 
 
All areas of identified VTEM anomalism, magnetic, anomalous drill holes, historic workings, and 
surface geochemistry anomalism has attempted to be retained. Key prospect areas including 
Turpentine, Eight Mile Creek, Quail Creek, and Brumby have all been retained. 
 
Areas identified to have limited potential based on absence of historic mineral occurrences, VTEM, 
Magnetic, and soil geochemistry anomalism has been proposed for relinquishment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


